TRUCK SCALES

Truck scales are often integral components of a company’s throughput and profit stream. WALZ Scale custom-integrated truck scales and weighbridge scale systems offer rugged designs, high performance interface options, and the most advanced technology on the market.

THE TECHNOLOGY

The WALZ Truck Scale is constructed with a steel-deck for weighing over-the-road or off-road vehicles. This Truck Scale system is ideal for construction, demolition, logging, sand, gravel, and other operations that move from one job site to another.
SCALES

WALZ TRUCK SCALE

AG-SERIES
- Designed for permanent mounting to concrete foundation
- NTEP approved “Legal-For-Trade”
- Modular design
- Steel-deck construction
- Galvanized stands and link components
- Epoxy paint
- Tension suspension
- Multiple sizes available

PT-SERIES
- Designed for use on earth foundations
- NTEP approved “Legal-For-Trade”
- Modular design
- Steel-deck construction
- Galvanized stands and link components
- Epoxy paint
- Tension suspension
- Multiple sizes available
CERTIFIED TRUCK SCALES

As an industry leader for a wide range of advanced weighing solutions, our standard duty truck scales are the ideal solution for applications that require high accuracy certified weighing. All of our scales are NTEP Certified and approved by the federal government to meet all accuracy requirements.

**SPECS**

- Variety of scale decks offered: 10’, 11’, 12’ & 14’ wide
- NTEP certified
- Galvanized scale components
- Steel deck scales
- Modular design truck scales
- Top access cover plates
- Simple foundation requirements
- Easy installation

---

Top access to load cells

I-Beam & U-Beam Structure Design

Safety yellow alert stripe

Galvanized tension load cell suspension components

Simple slab foundation
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Truck Scale Features

WALZ offers a wide range of Truck Scale options to fit every application.

Options

- Galvanized Finish
- Remote weight displays
- Office ticket printers
- Driver kiosk printers
- Automated RFID truck identification
- Volumetric Scanner Interface
- Yield Pro Harvest Management software
- Payload Pro ticketing software

Weight Terminal

- NTEP Legal for trade
- Serial & Ethernet Communication
- IP67 Enclosure rating
- Stainless Steel enclosure

WalzScale.com